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Direct tradeable   https://www.m-osaka.com/en/takumi/14079/

Arase Corporation PP OOAK MIJ TP MP

Strength
In-house process 
of various material such metals and tiles
There are stainless steel, tiles, glasses, and acrylic resin for 
nameplate materials. It’s their strength that they can process 
and finish any materials in-house as they equip such sand blast 
machine, laser engraving machine, UV printer other than etching 
machine which gives micromachining to stainless steel surface 

by corrosive action. President Katsuyuki says “Probably there 
is no competitors which deal with all process in-house.”. Also, 
they started colored stainless steel about 30 years ago as a first 
company in its industry. Senior managing director Mitsutaka 
looks back as “We applied them, which was used as luxury 
building material at that time, to nameplate.”. 

Manufacturing of nameplates and signboards

Manufacturing one and only baby shower gifts 
and nameplate by getting close to customers

Main Services
Manufacturing of nameplates, signboards, baby shower gifts, 
promotional goods

Main Clients
Catalog retailing, online sell, condominium sales events

Main Products
nameplates, signboards, baby shower gifts, promotional goods etc.

Company overview
Address / 3-13-7 Minamiuematsucho, Yao city,  Osaka 581-0091    
Tel / +81-72-994-1209     Fax / +81-72-994-0574
Foundation / Sep 1963     Establishment / Jul 1989
Capital / JPY 10 million     Employees / 12

Their main products nameplates and umbilical cord cases

Manufacturing and sale of various sewing goods

Supply handmade goods, which pursue to quality, at home and abroad

CLOVER MFG. CO., LTD.
Main Services
Manufacturing of goods for sewing, knitting and handcraft and sales at home 
and abroad.

Main Clients
Whole sellers of handcrafts and daily necessities, handcraft specialty shops, 
home improvement stores, drug stores etc.

Main Products
Hand stitch needles for sewing, sewing supplies, knitting needles, 
knitting goods, handcraft goods etc.

Company overview
Address / 3-15-5 Nakamichi, Higashinari-ku, Osaka 537-0025
Tel / +81-6-6978-2211     Fax / +81-6-6978-2200
Foundation / Oct 1925     Establishment / Mar 1947 
Capital / JPY 100 million     Employees / 185

ISO 14001 PP MIJ

Products development
Pushing forward on 
“impressed products for clients”
They work on loads of handicraft tools with full of ideas, and 
the number of products are over 3,000. Above all, they hung 
up convenience from selecting material to processing, and they 
developed their main product bamboo knitting needle “Takumi”. 
They research various condition such habitat, felling season, way 

to cut and way to transport of Moso bamboo which is the material 
of it,  and pursued characteristic which demanded to knitting 
needles such as hardness and strength. In addition, they use their 
unique precision processing technology and creating excellent 
quality characteristic of “Takumi” such ideal needle tip shape 
and smooth surface. President Okada says “We will keep pushing 
forward to produce impressed products for our clients” and our 
spirit of inquiry for product development never feel weakening. 

Direct tradeable   https://www.clover-mfg.com/

Easy handles knitting needle “Takumi”
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Parts & Materials
Machining & Processing

Machinery & Equipment
Chemicals & Resins

Packaging, Printing & Textiles
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